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This Databook addresses the inl:egration of fluid systems of the Space
Station program. It includes a catalog of components required for the Space
Station elements fluid systems information on potential hardware commonality.
The catalog of components conslsts of four major parts. The first part
lists the components defined for all cf the fluid systems identified in EP
2.1, Space Station Program Fluid Systems Configuration Databook. The
components are cross-referenced in three sections of this databook. Section
2.1 lists the components by the fluid system they are used in. Section 2.2
lists the components by component type. Section2.3 lists by the type of
fluid/media that is handled by the co=_ponent.
The next part of the component catalog provides a detailed description
of the individual component. This section (2.4) is made up of data retrieved
from Martin Marietta Denver Aerospace component data base.
The third part of the component catalog is an assessment of propulsion
hardware technology requirements. Section 2.5 lists components that were
identified during the study as requiring development prior to flight
qualification.
Finally, Section 2.6 presents the results of the evaluation of
commonality between components. The specific requirements of each component
has been reviewed and all cases where a single component could meet multiple
requirements are listed.
-I-
2.0 FLUID SYSTEMS HARDWARE CATALOG:/E
The hardware catalog is a compilation of all the hardware items making
up the systems which are described in detail in EP 2.1 Space Station Program
Fluid Systems Configuration Databook. This catalog is organized into listings
as follows:
Section 2.1 Components Listed i)y Fluid System
Section 2.2 Components Listed by Component Type
Section 2.3 Components Listed by Fluld/Media Usage
Section 2.4 Data Sheets by Individual Component
Section 2.5 Technology Assessment
Section 2.6 Commonality Assessment
The variables are defined as follows: each component has an item
number assigned to it with a type and subtype which describe it. Where a
common hardware usage is possible, more than one item number will be listed
per component sheet number. The media listed is the media which is of the
most concern with regard to material compatibility, for example, if a service
valve for pressurant gases is also exposed to oxidizers then the fluid usage
would call for oxidizers, not GHe. _e maximum expected operating pressure
and port size are dictated by design, while mass is either an estimate where
no specific vendor part is identified_ or is an actual weight where the
specific vendor part can be identlflec. Vendor names and part numbers are
identified where the design calls for a specific piece of hardware or was
assigned a part number because of a best fit with the Martin Marietta
propulsion component database.
2.1 FLUID SYSTEMS COMPONENT LISTIN6S BY SYSTEM
The component lists in this section, Tables 2.1-1 through 2.1-6 list
the component requirements of each of the Space Station Fluid Systems. These


































































2.2 FLUID SYSTEM HARDWARE LISTING BY COMPONENT TYPE






































































































FLUID SYSTEM HARDWARE LISTING B}L"FLUID/MEDIA TYPE
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2.4 FLUID SYSTEM HARDWARE BY INDIVI[DUAL DETAIL DATA SHEET
The following listings are detailed descriptions of the individual
components. Components that are described by specific vendor part numbers
were assigned that number from the Ma:ztin Marietta Propulsion Component
Database. Vendor part numbers that were assigned from the database, were
assigned by matching the individual component requirements as they are kno_rn
with the capabilities of existing flight qualified hardware. In all cases the
assigned part number indicates only that the component characteristics matches
the requirements. It does not necessarily imply that the component has been
selected for the particular application. Other Components may fit equally
well and the component selected is therefore only considered a representative
fit. The components with a vendor part number of TBD have not been assigned
one by the design and information on a representative component is not
currently available. In some cases a part number has been assigned by the
design but the data sheet is not yet available due to a lack of information
from the vendor or the data is not yet installed in the database. This
information will be added to the databook as it becomes available. An index
of the individual detailed data sheets is show_ in Table 2.4-1, while the
individual data sheets are compiled J n Appendix A.
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TABLE 2.4-I FLUID SYSTEM HARDWARE INDIVIDUAL DATA SHEET INDEX
L
IS_..,ET =OHPOKF.I_ .'_PZ VI_DOR VE/t_OR PART
HO, gO. II APPLICAT _ON
I




198 IWlrS, ATT PAYL
195 IliFS, IMS
200 I1eF3, I_
2 11 rmL, FF$
3 I 33 03 L, PF$
I









6 3 USL, VV5
64 C;51, pI_
217 i"NS,
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MZSC. C_tIRESI_ TBD TED
M_SC. COt_P RE3SO_ TED T_D





ORIG!NP, L PAGZ |5
OF POOR QUALITY








































_SC, _'L_OL. H2 RF,._PPLy PRF..qS_RE TBD
'VJ_r_C,R
.'_BD
ECI.SS, FDS MZSC, CONT_LL_. pY_ T_D _D
_L, PqlIK MI$C, C_YO ONZT, LN2 PRODOCTION T_D T_D
{ZSL. PWM _¢Z$C, DI/'_q. _CTZOI_ I"BD TBD
I_,IIRM MZSC, DI_q_EI_, P_TMLJ_ WA.TU_ TBD TSD
_"I,S.qoAR _SC, IL/_LYSLq ONIT, KOet TBD TBD
P,_, NRIq M.ISC, E_H TBD T_D
EC_. WH MISC. FECAL _ TBD TBD
_ISL. PFS KZ.qC, FLEX tIOSE _D TSD
_L. PFS MZ$C, _ HOSE TBD TBD
OSL, PItS HZSC, FLEX _E T_D
_L, PWH MZ$C, FLEX HO3E TBD TBD
SIeh'T, MISC, FL_ HOeSE TI_D TBD





USL, PItH HZSC, FLEX _IL 'rl_'_N LT,_ _ 3'_D
USL, PqlI'I HZ.qC.rL,I_ HIOSIL _ L'rl_ TBI) _BD
slrlfF. MZSC. I,_AT _ _ TIE0
I
11eS, KCSC, _ TBD TBD
F.C:_SS,_ ttZSC.14_LF_3_ SI_ZVIL 4-BED TBD TBD
_C13S, N_ HZSC, ND)rI:_C_R, A_ T_D T_D
l_"_q, mtl MZSC. I_H_'1_R, _ QUA,I_TY 'tlND TBD
SLel'Fr . _.SC. L_OBID_I PtrIG _ '_D
I
S_I_T, K,T.SC, POR_CIS P.UTG _
I_'I.qs,_CS HZSC, PRES_UI_ CONTROL SY3TI_ TBD TBD
_L, pqtrd MLqc. P_ UNIT, _ TBD _BD
ECLSS,III_ MZ.SC.]PIqDCI_SING UNTT. POTABLE _ 'ngD _BD
ECI_S, WU4 t'_SC, PROCT_SING UNTT, V_.qT£ HY_ "FBD T_D
O_L. P_'$ NT.3C. P(_4P T'SD 7"BD
lq_3, HZSC, _ TBD TBD
_'HT, MZSC, POI4P. F_P TBO TRD
Srltt'. KISC, PgN=, VAcur_ Tt_ _BD
"v'E_DOR PART
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TABLE 2.4-1 FLUID SYSTEM HARDWARE INDIVIDUAL DATA SHEET INDEX (CONTINUED)
I$_-LeT ITGq pROGRA/q C'_q_Ok_qT T1TZ VE_OR _OR PART
);O, NO. APPLICATION
61 161 _rIrr, MISC. P_tP, VAC0_I GAGZ I0)4 T_D TED
62 113 ECl.q.q, AC3 MISC, REFRI(;_4ATOR/FR£F_ TJgD T'SD
US_, I_H M2SC. _..PARATOR, GAS/LIGOID T_D TBD
[CLS$, Aq MISC, SOIq_T mm T_D TBD
r_L, Plet KISC, TIMU _IT HAMILTON STA_ARD TBD
n_L,_ M/SC, VAG_M UNTT, PORTABLE T_D Trod
SI'_T, HI$C,V[NT A.q.qY, NCW-PROtq_.qIVE TED TaD
Slrh'T, MISC, VENT ASS¥, HON-_ROPq_.qIV[ T_D TI_
S_'lfr, NISC, VEk'T P._IT, NON-PROPOI.qIVE _ TBD
INS, KS MISC, VENT ASST, NCW-PROP[TL.qI'v_ TED TSE
IN.q, S3 MISC, VENT A.q_T. NC_-PROPEL3IVE TaD TBD
USL, PFS KISC, tiATER PROCESSOR T_D T3D
IWFS, P P_-q.TORE VT_EL, T_D
i"Nl_, P_ VF..qSEL. T_D TBD
r_L, PF$ PRE._q_RE VESSEL, T_D T/_
CGL, Pies P P_.qSCRE VP..qSEL, Tim TIED
USL, PT$ PE VESSEL, TED TED












































_SL. P_4 PR.ESS'CRE VESSEL. TED TED
lWS. _ W.qSl_, TI_ "roD
INS. RS PRZSS_RE ",/LSSI_, TIM:.
PRE.qSC]RE vE.q_EL. TltD TBD




P RES.q_.E W._qEL. _ T_O TBD
I
_, PI_--_S_RE _SF.L. ACt'0HULATOR5 TBD TBD
IN_rS, PRESS_N_ _.SS_.. _ TSD T_D
ECLSS. _ Pl_.,q.qCm/_ VF.3SEL. _ W, TER TISD I"BD
E,CT,_S, mU4 PRF...q.q_E _.qSE, L. _ t(A.qH t_,'IT, R Tim TRC,
EEL3S, Pl_q. Pt_-q.qUt_ Vr.q.qI_,FIRE S_PPIqE&EqNT _ TSD
_'Z_q, UI_ PI_Z,s.q_ _[3._;,,h_GI_ _ _ TBD
_eHT, PRE.q.q_RE YP_.qEL, ISOGRID TBD TBD
_3L, Pq#M P_ VESSEL, LI_qT_D Iq.qTE TBD
I
',_L. pIWH P_ VE._EL.MATI_IAL TRANS. CC_T. TI_ '?BD
I






































69 I _SL, M
I
111 I ECLS3.1_































PR_I_ _ $'t_qA_ C_'_,
pR.ESS_ W.SSI_. I_TZ




















































_SOR, PRES_ TED TaD
115 $_SOR. _ M M
114; MSOR. PRE_ !_,ITE SMCOI_ PI_ _C_-1100--10
L17 S_SOR,P_.3._ WDOG, _ GR:X_ 2"31-0001-5
SI_OR, PREs,q_ HDOG, CARLETON GR_ 2731-0001-5
118 S][_IOR. P1_01_ TEIED_ T)_I_ 2403-200
115 M_OR. PRF.,SSO]_ M _L_W_L INC., (_C IWST 615505 P_DIFTED
120 $_._0R. 1_1_ _TATP.AM DM$ION, _Ol,q/E_ CZ$2S4/A MOOIFIEE
121 S_OR, PRE.q.q_ EAT_ CONSOLIDATED CONTROL 41SG18?-2000B/ MOO.
S]_OR, P/tESS01_ EA.'_ COI_OLZDATI_ CC_tOL 41_GI87-2000AI MOD.
Sl_W',l_pRF..q.q_ F.ATON CON3OL;_q.T rr, C_L 41SG18";'-2000A1 M_.
123 S_2480_, I_LTA PRE3_ M M




TABLE 2.4-i FLUID SYSTEM HARDWARE I}:DIVIDUAL DATA SHEET INDEX (CONTINUED)
C[:]I_DO_IZII'I ' TY_I[ VID,'_OR VID_OR PARTI$ _[E'T IT][MNO. _lO,
125 $0
126 171
SD4SOR, (]UAL ZTT MDWI _R TaD TBD
S]_SOR. TEMP_ TBD TED
127 SI_SOR, TFJIL_I_RAT_'RI_ T_D TBD



























129 SEBg0R, TEMP]_TORE TBD TBD
130 S_, T]Df_ TED TBD
S_SOR, TnqPm_AT_RE TaD TED
131 5DI_, "l"J_f lgtATORE TBD TBD
132 S_SOR, TZlfl_%.1_]_ TED TBD
133 VALVE, C:_,¢K VA£_C. INI[_RI U VIDI0746-01
VALVE, _ VA_CO I](Z]OSTRIFJ VIDI0746-01
154 VALVE, C,I_XZ[ VACCO _ 4573779
135 VALVE,CI_CZ CIRCLE S_L COMTROL._ _77A-4_
131 VAL_E, _ Till] TIID
137 17 VALYF,, ¢_lr.c_ TIID T_D
138 71 _'ALYE, CROCI _ TBD
139 1111 VALVE,_ P_dqOTTA SCIERTIIeIC C_L 806232
140 176 VAL_E,_C t_IGHT _WT'J I]1C, 1S913-1
141 ii0 VALVE,ELECTRIC NRICRT C'_q31_RTS INC. 15613
142 34 VALVE._C WRIGHT _ DIC. 15611-2
171 VALV_oELECTRIC ItIGHT CC_OA_,WTS INC. 15611-2
1--
143 177 VALVe.ELECTRIC M_G, SI_ACE PR(:OOCTS DIVT3 53-159
144 179 VALVE, ELr, CTRIC T_O
145 9 _ r_L, PFS V]_LVE. ELECTRIC M4ET_, STRAZA Dl%rl_IOW 43S
I
I
146 175 I IWt_, VALVE,F./,ECTRI¢ _IGRT _ I]_C. 15751
147 32 r_L, PFS VALVE. ELECTRIC MD(X;, _I_AC'E PROOOCT3 DIVL_ 52-I?I
149 31 _L. Iq_R VALVE.ELECTRIC NqET_(. STRAZA DMSION 525-503
150 4 [2SL. VV_ VALVE, ELECTRIC TBD TED
ISI 20_ IW_. VALV_, EL_CTRI C "RID T_D
152 63 _L, lq_4 VALVE, ZI.ECTR_ C "1110 TBD
IS3 90 _,_T.S V_L_, ZG_ALIZATIOM TA9
1S4 20 _:eLo Pt'S VALVE, FLO_ P,E3TRI C'R_ T_D
155 | USL, P_S VALVE, FLO_ mI cro_ TI_ TI_
i$6 119 I_$.RS VALV_,_, SERVICE YACCO INI_STRIES VIEI0330-01
- 38 - PJ.X)R QUALITY
TABLE 2.4-I FLUID SYSTEM HARDWARE INDIVIDUAL DATA SHEET INDEX (CONTINUED)
I i
15[f.._'T I ZTI_I _ COHPO_.,.NT T'Y_Z "dE_T}OR VI_tOOR PART
NO. I NO. APPLZCATZON
I
157 I 155 SlrHT, V'ALVZ,K_5, SH_'-Ctr7 ,'_BD ._BD
I
L
158 2 _3Lo VVS VALVI[, _. SH[Tr -OFF "_BD TSD
159 5 I_L, YY3 VALVE. tqH,_.q.T,, SH[2T-OFF 'TBD '?BD
1SO 88 ECI._S. AC$ V._,VZ. R.F.I,2]_" _ I"BD
210 I 1"MS, VALVE, P._ ZZT TBD 'rBO
I
I
IG2 1113 I L"i,lt'S, VAL'V_, A/_ZEle Tt_O "_SD
I
1/i3 52 (ISL. _ VALV£, REL ZZl e TILl)
114 112 III"S, V'N_VZ. RF._ IZF _
165 158 STIFIT, VAL',d_. N_ZF TED TBO
166 15]) sTIrI', V'N._I_, N_I, I1_' 'I3D TSD
11;_ .53 USL, _ VAZ,VZ, N_., I"F.X _ TBD
131 IllS. SS VAL_, AF.L Z_4e _IIBD 11D T'B.O
1_1) I 157 _, VIqI,VE, _.I_-aL_F. _ _
I
I I
I70 f $5_ JI_'I(T, VALVE, IEkL-Gt_, _ _
171 I 1S4 sle'rrr, V'A.LVE,SOLI_OZD, LA.TC_IG _ TBO
I
172 120 IItS, NI Vl_',_, IOIJ_OI"D, I, ATCRING _
12 _} 131S, SS V.J_T,'V'_,5OIJ_OZD, _.,.k.,._"_Z]_; _
13_1 I_,r_ V;_,VE. enI._lOID. I.ATt_ I]l_ _
173 140 INS, I_ VALVE, SOUmOZD, LATCHING TED TBD
174 152 SF_tt. VALV_,SOIJ_OZD, LATt_IN4 MIleR _ _"B_
175 153 SFHT, VAL'_,.qoI,IrMO_r.D. LA.s"_I]IG _/EI_R _ TBD
I 17_ 121 _I$, l_ VA,LVI_. 'lS0RQO_ HD'$'OR _ T_D
I _.30 I_S. ss VA.LVI_. TClIt_:_. MD_/OR TBD
I
I I37 I]rS, I;Is VJ_IR.. "l,ol_l_ _ '11o
I J I )
I I77 I 138 t _S,_S V.,_T,VI_,'_t_ N3TOR _
I t I
f 2711 I 74 I mtL, PWH VALt_,VI_T .'q.$SY I'8D '[110
- 39 -.
2.5 FLUID SYSTEM HARDWARE TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT
All hardware listed in the previ_us sections was reviewed to determine
technology status. This review indicated that most items are flight proven or
flight qualified hardware. However, several items were identified that
require various levels of technological development ranging from flight
qualification testing to items which have not yet even been demonstrated in a
laboratory environment. Table 2.5-1 li_ts these items and defines their
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2.6 FLUID SYSTEM HARDWARE COMMONALIT!{ ASSESSMENT
Fluid system hardware commonalit7 if pursued to the maximum extent, can
provide the lowes_ life cycle cost system, by insuring the lowest component
unit cost, the lowest piece part spares requirements and a more standard
repair procedure in the event of a fail_re.
Hardware commonality for the fluid systems was first assessed by
performing multiple sorts on the data shown in the first four sections.
Sorting was done by component type, subtype and port size. The fluid media,
pressure and weight were then compared _o identify a range which could
reasonable be lumped together. Table 2.6-1 lists the maximum extent of
commonality which is practical given the data used to define the fluid systems
discussed in EP 2.1 Space Station Program Fluid Inventory Databook.
Further fluid system hardware co_mmonallty should be considered at this
time, however, in that the design of most systems can still be impacted with
little or no penalty to the system designs. Several hardware items should be
considered for use as a standard design item to insure the maximum practicable
commonality. Items which could be considered are disconnects, pressure
vessels, electrolysis units, compressors, pumps and water treatment units.
With the number of disconnects required and the type of service
required, it would be beneficial to assemble the worst case design
requirements and design a single discon_ect that would meet all the Space
Station needs. Another hardware item wi_ich should be considered for a common
design approach is the gaseous pressure vessel. There are a number of gaseous
pressure vessels used in the IWFS, INS, USL, JEM, Columbus and the Habitation
Module that by adjusting the gas requirements, perhaps a single pressure
vessel design could be used for multiple applications. The electrolysis units
(EU's) could be of a common design by adjusting design requirements to allow
for the same EU in both propulsion and the ECLSS applications. The same logic
applies to the compressors, pumps and water treatment units and will be


























This appendix contains individual component data sheets as they are
currently available in Martin Marietta's propulsion component database. Sheet
numbers not contained here are not currer_tly available.
-AI-
COMPONENT DATA SHEET 1A
ORI_NAL PAGE IS
POOR QUALITY
DISCONNECT DATA REPORT / DATA ENTRY DATE: 07/21/87
TYPE ........................................ .MANUAL
SUBTYPE .................................... FEMALE HALF
VENDOR ...................................... 065, SYMETRICS INC.
VENDOR PART NL_BER ......................... 502040-1011
MARTIN .MARIETTA PART NUMBER ................ -0-
QUALIFICATION STATUS ....................... COMPLETE
PAST APPLICATIONS .......................... ORBITER
PRINCIPAL .MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION ......... 17-4,-7,15-5,6061-T6
SEAL .MATERIAL .............................. RACO 321/302
OPERATING PRESSURE (PSIG) ................... 1050.00
PROOF PRESSL_E (PSIG) ....................... 1575.00
BL_ST PRESSL_E (PSIG) ....................... 2100.00
_%XIMUM TEMPERATL_E LIMIT (F) ............... 160.000
MINIMUM TEMPERATURE LIMIT (F) .............. -23.0000
THERMAL CYCLES (CYCLES) .................... 5.00000
CYCLE TEMPERATURES (RANGE,F) ............... -0-
INLET PORT SIZE (IN) ........................ 0.25000
OUTLET PORT SIZE (IN) ...................... -0-
PRESSL_E DROP (PSID) ....................... 19.0000
FLOW RATE .................................. 50 LBM/HR 02
PRESSL_E DROP TEST FLUID ................... -0-
Cv (FLOW FACTOR) ........................... -0-
CONNECTED LEAKAGE .......................... 1.0E-5 SCCS HE
DISCONNECTED LEAKAGE ....................... 1.0E-5 SCCS HE
.MAXIMUM CONTAMINATE ALLOWED (MICRONS) ...... -0-
VIBRATION LIMITS (GRMS) .................... 29.4000
VIBRATION DURATION (MIN/AXIS) .............. 48.0000
SHOCK LIMITS (G's) ......................... 25.0000
METHOD OF ACTUATION ........................ MANUAL
CONNECT FORCE (LBF) ........................ -0-
DISCONNECT FORCE (LBF) ..................... -0-
CONNECT TORQUE (IN*LBF) .................... 30.0000
DISCONNECT TORQUE (IN*LBF) ................. 30.0000
WEIGHT (LBF) ............................... 0.24000
OFFSET (IN) ................................ -0-
MISALIGNMENT (DEG) ......................... -0-
LIFETIME (YEARS) ........................... 20.0000
CYCLE LIFE (CYCLES) ........................ i000.00
MTBF (HOURS) ............................... 125000.
LEAD TIME (WEEKSI .......................... -0-
COMPATIBLE FLUIDS .......................... 07
ENVELOPE ..... 3.16 IN X 1.25 IN DIA (APPROX)
CO._LMENTS ..... MATES-P/N 502040-3012, DISCON LKG VOL=0.12 SCC, 2-STAGE OPERATI(
PRODUCTION COST ............................ -0-
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT COST ................ -0-
STATE OF ART ............................... -0-
COMPLEXITY FACTOR .......................... -0-
-A2 -
COMPONENT DATA SHEET IB
ORIG ,'.AL !; .': _':_
OF i:OOR QU;..;-;_Y
DISCONNECT DATA REPORT / DATA ENTRY DATE: 07/21/87
TYPE ...................................... MANUAL
SUBTYPE .................................... MALE HALF
VENDOR ..................................... 065, S_ETRICS INC.
VENDOR PART NL_BER ......................... 502040-3012
MARTIN .MARIETTA PART NUMBER ................ -0-
QUALIFICATION STATUS ....................... COMPLETE
PAST APPLICATIONS .......................... ORBITER
PRINCIPAL MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION .......... 17-4,-7,15-5,6061-T6
SEAL .MATERIAL ............................. RACO 321/302
OPERATING PRESSL_E (PSIG) .................. 1050.00
PROOF PRESSL_E (PSIG) ....................... 1575.00
BURST PRESSURE (PSIG) ....................... 2100.00
M_IML_ TEMPERATURE LIMIT IF) ............... 160.000
MINIML_ TEMPERATURE LIMIT (F) .............. -23.0000
THERMAL CYCLES (CYCLES) ..................... 5.00000
CYCLE TEMPERATL_ES (RANGE,F) ............... -0-
INLET PORT SIZE (IN) ....................... 0.25000
OUTLET PORT SIZE (IN) ...................... -O-
PRESSL_E DROP (PSID) ....................... 19.0000
FLOW RATE .................................. 50 LBM/HR 02
PRESSD_E DROP TEST FLUID .................... -0-
Cv (FLOW FACTOR) ........................... -0-
CONNECTED LEAKAGE ..........................
DISCONNECTED LEAKAGE .......................
.MAXIMUM CONTAMINATE ALLOWED (MICRONS1 ......
VIBRATION LIMITS (GRMS) ....................
VIBRATION DURATION (MIN/_YIS) ..............







METHOD OF ACTUATION ........................ .w_A_AL
CONNECT FORCE (LBFI ........................ -0-
DISCONNECT FORCE (LBF) ..................... -O-
CONNECT TORQUE (IN*LBF) ....................
DISCONNECT TORQUE (IN*LBF) .................
WEIGHT (LBF) ...............................
OFFSET (IN) ................................ -O-
MISALIGNMENT (DEG) ......................... -0-
LIFETIME (YEARS) ...........................
CYCLE LIFE (CYCLES) ........................
MTBF (HOL_S) ...............................
LEAD TIME (WEEKS) .......................... -0-
COMPATIBLE FLUIDS .......................... 07








MATES-P/N 502040-1011, DISCON LKG VOL=0.12 SCC, 2-STAGE OPERATIC
PRODUCTION COST ............................ -0-
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT COST ................ -O-
STATE OF ART ............................... -0-
COMPLEXITY FACTOR .......................... -0-
-A3-
COMPONENTDATA SKEET 2
DISCONNECT DATA REPORT / DATA ENTRY DATE: 08/12/87
TYPE ....................................... .MANUAL
SUBTYPE .................................... BOTH HALVES
VENDOR ..................................... 045, PTI TECHNOLOGIES
VENDOR PART NUMBER ......................... 7537191-4
MARTIN MARIETTA PART NUMBER ................ PD45S0140
QUALIFICATION STATUS ....................... -0-
PAST APPLICATIONS .......................... MACE - HID. SERVICE
PRINCIPAL MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION ......... SEE DRAWING
SEAL MATERIAL .............................. SEE DRAWING
OPERATING PRESSURE (PSIG) .................. 3000.00
PROOF PRESSURE (PSIG) ...................... 4500.00
BURST PRESSL_E (PSIG) ...................... 6000.00
.MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE LIMIT (F) .............. 160.000
MINIML_ TEMPERATURE LIMIT (F) .............. -35.0000
THERMAL CYCLES (CYCLES) .................... -0-
CYCLE TEMPERATURES (RANGE,F) ............... -0-
INLET PORT SIZE (IN) ....................... 0.25000
OUTLET PORT SIZE (IN) ...................... 0.25000
PRESSURE DROP (PSID) ....................... -0-
FLOW RATE .................................. -0-
PRESSURE DROP TEST FLUID ................... -0-
Cv (FLOW FACTOR) ........................... -0-
CONNECTED LEAKAGE .......................... -0-
DISCONNECTED LEAKAGE ....................... -0-
MAXIMUM CONTAMINATE ALLOWED (MICRONS) ...... -0-
VIBRATION LIMITS (GRMS) .................... -0-
VIBRATION DURATION (MIN/AXIS) .............. -0-
SHOCK LIMITS (G's) ......................... -0-
METHOD OF ACTUATION ........................ -0-
CONNECT FORCE (LBF) ........................ -0-
DISCONNECT FORCE (LBF) ..................... -0-
CONNECT TORQUE (IN*LBF) .................... -0-
DISCONNECT TORQUE (IN*LBF) ................. -0-
WEIGHT (LBF) ............................... -0-
OFFSET (IN) ................................ -0-
MISALIGNMENT (DEG) ......................... -0-
LIFETIME (YEARS) ........................... -0-
CYCLE LIFE (CYCLES) ........................ -O-
MTBF (HOURS1 ............................... -0-
LEAD TL'iE (WEEKS) ..........................
COMPATIBLE FLUIDS .......................... 28




PRODUCTION COST ............................ -0-
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT COST ................ -0-
STATE OF ART ............................... -0-
COMPLEXITY FACTOR .......................... -0-
COMPONENT DATA 5KEE_ 3A
DISCONNECT DATA REPORT / DATA ENTRY DATE: 07/21/87
TYPE ........... • ..................... . ..
SUBTYPE .................................
VENDOR ..................................
VENDOR PART NUMBER ......................
MARTIN MARIETTA PART NUMBER .............
QUALIFICATION STATUS ....................
PAST APPLICATIONS ........................
PRINCIPAL MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION ......
SEAL MATERIAL ....... ...................
OPERATING PRESSURE (PSIG) .............
PROOF PRESSURE (PSIG) ................
BURST PRESSURE (PSIG) ................
M_IMUM TEMPERATURE LIMIT (F) .........
MINIMUM TEMPERATURE LIMIT (F) .........
THERMAL CYCLES (CYCLES1 ...............
CYCLE TEMPERATURES (RANGE,F) ..........
INLET PORT SIZE tIN) ....................
OL_LET PORT SIZE (IN) ....................
PRESSURE DROP (PSID) ......................
FLOW RATE ...................................
PRESSURE DROP TEST FLUID ...................
Cv (FLOW FACTOR) ............................
CONNECTED LEAKAGE ..........................
DISCONNECTED LEAKAGE .......................
MAXIMUM CONTAMINATE ALLOWED (MICRONS) ......
VIBRATION LIMITS (GRMS) ....................
VIBRATION DURATION (MIN/AXIS) ..............
SHOCK LIMITS (G's) .........................
METHOD OF ACTUATION ........................
CONNECT FORCE (LBF) ........................
DISCONNECT FORCE (LBF) .....................
CONNECT TORQI/E (IN*LBF) ....................





CYCLE LIFE (CYCLES) ........................
MTBF (HOURS) ...............................
LEAD TIME (WEEE_) ..........................
COMPATIBLE "FLUIDS ..........................














































PRODUCTION COST ............................ -0-
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT COST ................ -0-
STATE OF ART ............................... -O-
COMPLEXITY FACTOR .......................... -0-
-AS--
COMPONENT DATA SHEET 3B
pO0_: QUAL',TY
DISCONNECT DATA RE:PORT / DATA ENTRY DATE: 07/21/87
TYPE ....................................... .MANUAL
SUBTYPE .................................... FEMALE HALF
VENDOR ..................................... 065, SYMETRICS INC.
VENDOR PART NUMBER ......................... 592002-4
_RTIN .MARIETTA PART NUMBER ................ -0-
QUALIFICATION STATUS ....................... COMPLETE
PAST APPLICATIONS .......................... ORBITER
PRINCIPAL MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION ......... 17-4, 17-7, 316
SEAL MATERIAL .............................. -0-
OPERATING PRESSURE (PSIG) .................. 100.000
PROOF PRESSURE (PSIG) ...................... 200.000
BURST PRESSURE (PSIG) ...................... 400.000
MAXIML_ TEMPERATURE LIMIT (F) .............. 360.000
MINIMUM TEMPERATL_E LIMIT (F) .............. -65.0000
THERMAL CYCLES (CYCLES) .................... 5.00000
CYCLE TEMPERATURES (RANGE,F) ............... -65 TO 2T5
INLET PORT SIZE (IN) ....................... 0.37500
OUTLET PORT SIZE (IN) ...................... -0-
PRESSURE DROP (PSID) ....................... 4.00000
FLOW RATE .................................. 2.0 GPM
PRESSURE DROP TEST FLUID ................... -0-
Cv (FLOW FACTOR) ........................... -0-
CONNECTED LEAKAGE .......................... 1.0E-4 SCCS HE
DISCONNECTED LEAKAGE ....................... 1.0E-4 SCCS HE
M.AXIMUM CONTAMINATE ALLOWED (MICRONS) ...... -0-
VIBRATION LIMITS (GRMS) .................... 29.4000
VIBRATION DURATION (MIN/AXIS) .............. 48.0000
SHOCK LIMITS (G's) ......................... 25.0000
METHOD OF ACTUATION ........................ MANUAL
CONNECT FORCE (LBF) ........................ 30.0000
DISCONNECT FORCE (LBF) ..................... 30.0000
CONNECT TORQb_ (IN*LBF) .................... -0-
DISCONNECT TORQUE (IN*LBF) ................. -0-
WEIGHT (LBF) ............................... 0.18000
OFFSET (IN) ................................ -0-
MISALIGNMENT (DEG) ......................... -0-
LIFETIME (YEARS) ........................... 20.0000
CYCLE LIFE (CYCLES) ........................ 500.000
MTBF (HOS_S) ............................... 117000.
LEA/) TIM.E (WEEKS) .......................... -0-
COMPATIBLE FLUIDS .......................... -O-
ENVELOPE ..... 1.42 IN X 1.06 IN DIA (APPROX)
COMMENTS ..... MATES-P/N 592002-3,HYDRL FLUIDS,PSIG=PSI,DISCON LKG VOL:0.02 SC_
PRODUCTION COST ............................ -O-
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT COST ................ -0-
STATE OF ART ............................... -0-
COMPLEXITY FACTOR .......................... -0-
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF Pi_OR QUALITY
COMPONENT DATA SHEET 103
PRESSURE REGULATOR DATA REPORT / DATA ENTRY DATE: 08/11/87
TYPE ....................................... MECHANICAL
SUBTYPE (INLET OR OUTLET REGULATION) ....... OUTLET
MANUFACTb_ER ............................... 014, EATON CONSOLIDATED
MANUFACTURER'S PART NUMBER ................. 13890 MODIFIED
.MARTIN MARIETTA PART NUMBER ................
QUALIFICATION STATUS .......................
PAST APPLICATIONS ..........................
PRINCIPAL MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION .........
SEAL MATERIAL ..............................
SEAT MATERIAL ..............................
UPPER INLET OPERATING PRESSURE (PSIA) ......
LOWER INLET OPERATING PRESSURE (PSIA) ......
UPPER OUTLET OPERATING PRESSURE (PSIA) .....
LOWER OUTLET OPERATING PRESSURE (PSIA) .....
INLET PROOF PRESSURE (PSIG) ................
OUTLET PROOF PRESSL_E (PSIG) ........
INLET BURST PRESSURE (PSIG) .........
OUTLET BL_ST PRESSL_E (PSIG) ........
M._XIMt_ OPERATING TEMPERATL_E (F)...
MINIML_ OPERATING TEMPERATURE (F)...





















INLET PORT SIZE (IN) .......................
OUTLET PORT SIZE (IN) ......................
PRESSURE DROP (PSID) .......................
FLOW RATE ..................................
PRESSD_E DROP TEST FLUID ...................
Cv (FLOW FACTOR) ...........................
INTERNAL LEAKAGE ...........................
EXTERNAL LEAKAGE ...........................
.MAXIMUM CONTAMINATE ALLOWED (MICRONS) ......
VIBRATION LIMITS (GRMS) ...................
VIBRATION TIME (MIN/AXIS) .................
SHOCK LIMITS (G's) ........................
REGULATION ACCL_ACY (%) ...................
WEIGHT (LBF) ..............................
LIFETIME (YEARS) ..........................
CYCLE LIFE (CYCLES) .......................
MTBF (HOURS) ............................... -0-
LEAD TIME (WEEKS) .......................... -0-
COMPATIBLE FLUIDS .......................... 04





















PSIA : PSIG, PORTS- ANDI0050, SPRING BALANCED
CONTROLS
PRODUCTION COST ............................ -0-
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT COST ................ -0-
STATE OF ART ............................... -0-
COMPLEXTY FACTOR ........................... -0-
•-,6.7- _
COMPONENTDATA SKEET 104
PRESSURE REGULATOR DATA REPORT / DATA ENTRY DATE: 03/05/87
TYPE ....................................... MECHANICAL
SUBTYPE {INLET OR OUTLET REGULATION) ....... OUTLET
._tANUFACTURER ............................... 001, AERODYNE CONTROLS CORPORATI©X
MANUFACTL_ER'S PART NUMBER ................. 3066-5-000 MODIFIED
MARTIN MARIETTA PART NUMBER ................ -0-
QUALIFICATION STATUS ....................... CURRENT
PAST APPLICATIONS .......................... AWACS
PRINCIPAL MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION ......... ALLUMINUM ALLOY
SEAL .MATERIAL .............................. BUTYL
SEAT .MATERIAL .............................. -0-
UPPER INLET OPERATING PRESSURE (PSIA) ......
LOWER INLET OPERATING PRESSURE (PSIA) ......
UPPER OUTLET OPERATING PRESSURE (PSIA) .....
LOWER OUTLET OPERATING PRESSURE (PSIA) .....
INLET PROOF PRESSb_E (PSIG) ................
OUTLET PROOF PRESSURE (PSIG) ...............
INLET BL_ST PRESSURE (PSIG) ................
OUTLET BURST PRESSURE (PSIG) ...............
MAXIML_ OPERATING TEMPERATURE (F) ..........
MINIMUM OPERATING TEMPERATURE (F) ..........














INLET PORT SIZE (IN} .......................
OUTLET PORT SIZE (IN) ......................
PRESSURE DROP (PSID) .......................
FLOW RATE ..................................
PRESSURE DROP TEST FLUID ...................
Cv (FLOW FACTOR) ...........................
INTERNAL LEAKAGE ...........................
EXTERNAL LEAR.AGE ...........................
MAXIML_ CONTAMINATE ALLOWED (MICRONS) ......
VIBRATION LIMITS (GRMS) ....................












SHOCK LIMITS (G's) .........................
REGULATION ACCURACY (%) ....................
WEIGHT (LBF) ...............................
LIFETIME (YEARS) ...........................
CYCLE LIFE (CYCLES) ........................
MTBF (HOURS) ...............................
LEAD TIME (WEEKS) ..........................
COMPATIBLE FLUIDS .......................... 20
ENVELOPE ..... 3.4 IN X 3.9 IN X 1.75 IN









PRODUCTION COST ............................ -0-
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT COST ................ -0-
STATE OF ART ............................... -0-
COMPLEXTY FACTOR ........................... -0-
.OF..POOR QUALiTy/
COMPONENT DATA SHEET I05
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
PRESSURE REGULATOR DATA REPORT / DATA ENTRY DATE: 05/14/87
TYPE ....................................... MECHANICAL
SUBTYPE (INLET OR OUTLET REGULATION) ....... OUTLET
MANUFACTURER ............................... 021, FUTL_ECRAFT
MANUFACTL_ER'S PART NUMBER ................. 400236 MODIFIED
MARTIN MARIETTX PART NUMBER ................ -0-
QUALIFICATION STATUS ....................... QUALIFIED
PAST APPLICATIONS .......................... TEAL'RUBY SATELLITE
PRINCIPAL MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION ......... 2024-T351ALLDI&CRES
SEAL .MATERIAL .............................. EPM & FLUOROSILICONE
SEAT M.ATERIAL .............................. -0-
UPPER INLET OPERATING PRESSL_E CPSIA) ......
LOWER INLET OPERATING PRESSb_E (PSIA) ......
UPPER OUTLET OPERATING PRESSL_E (PSIA) ..... 50
LOWER OUTLET OPERATING PRESSb_E (PSIA) ..... 50
INLET PROOF PRESSURE (PSIGI ................
OUTLET PROOF PRESSL_E (PSIG) ...............
INLET BL_ST 9RESSL_E (PSIGI ................
OUTLET BURST PRESSL_E (PSIG) ...............
MAXIMUM OPERATING TEMPERATL_E (F) ..........
MINIML_ OPERATING TEMPERATURE (F) .........
THERMAL CYCLES (CYCLES) ...................
CYCLE TE}_PERATL_ES {RANGE,F) ..............
INLET PORT SIZE (IN) ......................
OUTLET PORT SIZE (IN) .....................
PRESSL_E DROP (PSID) ......................
FLOW RATE .................................
PRESSL_E DROP TEST FLUID ..................
Cv (FLOW FACTOR) ..........................
INTERNAL LEAR.AGE ..........................
EXTERNAL LEAKAGE ...........................
MAXIMUM CONTAMINATE ALLOWED (MICRONS) ......
VIBRATION LIMITS (GRMS) ....................
VIBRATION TIME (MIN/AXIS) ..................
SHOCK LIMITS (G's) ......................... -0-
REGULATION ACCURACY (%) .................... 6.70000
WEIGHT (LBF) ................................ 1.80000
LIFETIME (YEARS) ............................ I0.0000
CYCLE LIFE (CYCLES) ........................ -0-
MTBF (HOURS1 ................................ -0-
LEAD TIME (WEEKS) .......................... 26
COMPATIBLE FLUIDS .......................... 01
ENVELOPE ..... 9.25 IN. X 2.63 IN. X 1.75 IN. (APPROX.)

























PRODUCTION COST ............................. -0-
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT COST ................. -0-
STATE OF ART ................................ -0-
COMPLEXTY FACTOR ............................ -0-
....A9-
COMPONENT DATA S_'_Er 116
SENSOR DATA REPORT / DATA ENTRY DATE: 0T/I0/87
TYPE ....................................... PRESSURE
SUBTYPE .................................... STRAIN GAGE
VENDOR ..................................... 030, KULITE SEMICONDUCTOR PROD.
VENDOR PART NUMBER ......................... BMDE-II00-10
_RTIN MARIETTA P._T NL_BER ................ -0-
QUALIFICATION STATUS ....................... QUALIFIED
PAST APPLICATIONS .......................... -0-
PRINCIPAL MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION ......... I?-4PH & 15-5PH SS
SEAL MATERIAL .........................
OPERATING PRESSURE (PSIG) .............
PROOF PRESSURE (PSIG) .................
Bt_ST PRESSL_E (PSIG) .................
M_XIML_ AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (F) .......
MINIMUM _BIENT TEMPERATURE (F) .......
M_XIMUM MEDIA TEMPERATURE (F) .........






MINIMUM MEDIA TEMPERATL_E (F) .............. -0-
THERMAL CYCLES (CYCLES) .................... -0-
CYCLE TEMPERATL_ES (RANGE,F) ............... -0-
VIBRATION LIMITS (GRMS) .................... -0-
VIBRATION DilATION (MIN/AXIS) ............... -0-
SHOCK LIMITS (G's) .......................... 20.0000
EXTERNAL LEAKAGE ............................ 0.0
UNITS FOR SENSING RANGE .....................
UPPER LIMIT OF SENSING RANGE ................
LOWER LIMIT OF SENSING RANGE ...............
ACCURACY (% FULL SCALE) ....................
INLET PORT SIZE (IN) ........................









POWER REQUIREMENT .......................... 28
WEIGHT (LBF) ...............................
LIFETIME (YEARS) ........................... -0-
CYCLE LIFE (CYCLES) ........................ -0-
MTBF {HOURS) ............................... -0-
LEAD TIME (WEEKS) .......................... -0-
COMPATIBLE FLUIDS .......................... -0-
ENVELOPE ..... 4.2 IN X 1.0 IN DIA (APPROX)




PRODUCTION COST ............................ -0-
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT COST ................ -0-
STATE OF ART ............................... -0-
COMPLEXITY FACTOR .......................... -0-





OF POOR Qu,-_=, _"117
SENSOR DATA REPORT / DATA ENTRY DATE: 06/04/87
TYPE ....................................... PRESSURE
SUBT_'PE .................................... STRAIN GAGE
VENDOR ..................................... 082, MOOG CARLETON
VENDOR PART NUMBER ......................... 2731-0001-5
MARTIN ,MARIETTA PART NUMBER ................ -0-
QUALIFICATION STATUS ....................... QUALIFIED
PAST APPLICATIONS .......................... SPACE SHUTTLE
PRINCIPAL MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION ......... -0-
SEAL MATERIAL .............................. -0-
OPERATING PRESSURE (PSIG) .................. 20.0000
PROOF PRESSL_E (PSIG) ...................... 40.0000
BL_ST PRESSURE (PSIG) ...................... 80.0000
.MAXIMUM AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (F) ............ 120.000
MINIMUM AMBIENT TEMPERATL_E (F) ............ 35,0000
MAXIM_,_ MEDIA TEMPERATURE (F) ............... -O-
MINIMt_ MEDIA TEMPERATURE (F) ............... -0-
THERMAL CYCLES (CYCLES) ..................... -0-
CYCLE TEMPERATL_ES (RANGE,F} ............... -0-
VIBRATION LIMITS (GRMS} .................... -0-
VIBRATION DURATION (MIN/AXIS) .............. -0-
SHOCK LIMITS (G'$) .......................... -0-
EXTERNAL LEAKAGE ................
UNITS FOR SENSING R_NGE .........
UPPER LIMIT OF SENSING RANGE ....
LOWER LIMIT OF SENSING RANGE ....
ACCURACY (% FULL SCALE) .........






OUTLET PORT SIZE (IN) ...................... -0-
OUTPUT SIGNAL .............................. 0-5 VDC
POWER REQUIREMENT .......................... 24-32 VDC
WEIGHT (LBF) ............................... 0.48000
LIFETIME (YEARS) ........................... 10.0000
CYCLE LIFE (CYCLES) ........................ -O-
MTBF (HOURS) ............................... -O-
LEAD TIME (WEEKS) .......................... -0-
COMPATIBLE FLUIDS .......................... 26
EN%rELOPE ..... 4,9 IN. X 1.25 IN. DIA. (APPROX)
COMMENTS ..... MS33649-4 FITTING. PRESSURES ARE PSIA
GROUP
PRODUCTION COST ............................ -O-
DESIGN ._\'D DEVELOPMENT COST ................ -0-
STATE OF ART ............................... -0-
COMPLEXITY FACTOR .......................... -0-
COMPONENT DATA SHEET 118
SENSOR DATA REPORT / DATA ENTRY DATE: 0T/16/87
TYPE ....................................... PRESSL_E
SUBTYPE .................................... STRAIN GAGE
VENDOR ..................................... 069, TELEDYNE TABER
VENDOR PA_RT NUMBER ................ ; ........ 2403-200
_RTIN M.%/_IETTA P._RT NUMBER ................ -0-
QUALIFICATION STATUS ....................... COMPLETE
PAST APPLICATIONS .......................... INSAT, DELTA,
PRINCIPAL MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION ......... 17-4 PH, 304
SEAL .MATERIAL .............................. -0-
OPERATING PRESSURE (PSIG) ..................
PROOF PRESSURE (PSIG) ......................
BURST PRESSURE (PSIG) ......................
MAXIML_ AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (F) ............
MINIMUM AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (F) ............
MAXIMUM MEDIA TEMPERATURE (F) ..............








THERMAL CYCLES (CYCLES} .................... -0-
CYCLE TEMPERAT_JRES (RANGE,F) ............... -0-
VIBRATION LIMITS (GRMS) ....................
VIBRATION DURATION (MIN/AXIS} ..............
SHOCK LIMITS (G's) .........................
EXTERNAL LEAKAGE ...........................
UNITS FOR SENSING RANGE ....................
UPPER LIMIT OF SENSING RANGE ...............
LOWER LIMIT OF SENSING RANGE ...............
ACCURACY (% FULL SCALE) ....................
INLET PORT SIZE (IN) .......................













POWER REQUIREMENT .......................... 28 _C +/-
WEIGHT (LBF) ............................... 0.50000
LIFETIME (YEARS) ........................... 20.0000
CYCLE LIFE (CYCLES) ........................ -0-
MTBF (HOBOS) ............................... 97000.0
LEAD TIME (WEEKS) .......................... 14
COMPATIBLE FLUIDS .......................... -0-
ENVELOPE ..... 2.65 IN X 1.5 IN DIA





14.7 PSIA REF, EMI FILTI
PRODUCTION COST ............................ -O-
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT COST ........ •........ -0-
STATE OF ART ............................... -0-
COMPLEXITY FACTOR .......................... -0-
. -A/2- .
OF POOR Q<_,,<,L_T_:
COMPONENT DATA SHEET I19
OF POOR Q;JAL;_Y
SENSOR DATA REPORT ' DATA ENTRY DATE: 07/06/87
TYPE ....................................... PRESSURE
SUBTYPE .................................... STRAIN GAGE
VENDOR ..................................... 011, IMO DELAVAL INC- CEC I_STR _
VENDOR PART NL_BER ......................... 615505
.MARTIN MARIETTA PART NUMBER ................ -O-
QUALIFICATION STATUS ....................... IN PROCESS
PAST APPLICATIONS .......................... HILSTAR
PRINCIPAL MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION ......... 17-4 & 15-5 SS, TI
SEAL MATERIAL .............................. -0-
OPERATING PRESSURE (PSIG) ..................
PROOF PRESSL_E (PSIG) ......................
BURST PRESSURE (PSIG) ......................
MAXIMUM AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (F) ............
MINIMUM AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (F) ............
MAXIMUM MEDIA TEMPERATURE (F) ..............
MINIMUM MEDIA TEMPERATURE (F) ...............










VIBRATION LIMITS (GRMS) ....................
VIBRATION DURATION (MIN/AXIS) ..............
SHOCK LIMITS (G'$) .........................
EXTERNAL LEAKAGE ...........................
UNITS FOR SENSING RANGE ....................
D_PER LIMIT OF SENSING RANGE ...............
LOWER LIMIT OF SENSING RANGE ...............
ACCURACY (% FULL SCALE) ....................
INLET PORT SIZE (IN) .......................











OUTPUT SIGNAL .............................. 5 VDC
POWER REQUIREMENT .......................... 28 VDC
WEIGHT [LBF) ............................... 0.43750
LIFETIME (YEARS) ........................... I0.0000
CYCLE LIFE (CYCLES) ........................ -0-
MTBF (HOL_S) ................................ 120000E7
LEAD TIME (WEEKS) .......................... 48
COMPATIBLE FLUIDS .......................... 13, 16
ENVELOPE ..... 5.5 IN X 1.25 IN DIA (APPROX)
COMMENTS ..... PSIG=PSIA, PORT=TUBE_ 1.5 IN, COMPENSATED TEMP: -30 TO 160 F
PRODUCTION COST ............................ -0-
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT COST ................ -0-
STATE OF ART ............................... -O-
COMPLEXITY FACTOR .......................... -0-
-A/3-
COMPONENT DATA SKEET 120
SENSOR DATA REPORT / DATA ENTRY DATE: 08/06/87
TYPE ....................................... PRESSL_E
SUBTYPE .................................... STRAIN GAGE
VENDOR ..................................... 024, STATH._I DIVISION,
VENDOR PART NL_BER ......................... CZ 9284/A
MARTIN .MARIETTA P._d_T NUMBER ................ -0-
@UALIFICATION STATUS ....................... -0-
PAST APPLICATIONS .......................... -O-
PRINCIPAL MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION ......... INOX,PHYNOX,NI,17-4
SEAL MATERIAL ....... ........................ -O-
OPERATING PRESSURE (PSIG) ................... 3000.00
PROOF PRESSURE (PSIGI ....................... 6000.00
BL_ST PRESSURE IPSIG) ...................... 9000.00
MAXI._M _BIENT TEMPERATURE IF) ............ 250.000
MINIMUM AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (F) ............. -65.0000
MAXIML_ MEDIA TEMPERATL_E (F) .............. -0-
MINIML_ MEDIA TEMPERATt_E (F) .............. -O-
THER_%L CYCLES (CYCLES) .................... -0-
CYCLE TEMPERATL_ES (RANGE,F) ..............
VIBRATION LIMITS (GRMS) ...................
VIBRATION DL_ATION CHIN/AXIS) .............
SHOCK LIMITS (G's) ........................
EXTERNAL LEAKAGE ..........................
UNITS FOR SENSING RANGE ...................
L_PER LIMIT OF SENSING RANGE ...............
LOWER LIMIT OF SENSING RANGE ...............
ACCURACY (_ FULL SCALE) ....................
INLET PORT SIZE (IN) .......................





CYCLE LIFE (CYCLES) ........................
MTBF (HOURS) ................................
LEAD TIME (WEEKS) ...........................
COMPATIBLE FLUIDS ..........................
ENVELOPE ..... 3.31 IN X 1.26 IN DIA (APPROX)






















PRODUCTION COST ............................ -O-
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT COST ................ -0-
STATE OF ART ............................... -O-




COMPONENT DATA SHEET 121
SENSOR DATA REPORT / DATA ENTRY DATE: 07/02/87
TYPE ....................................... PRESS%_E
SUBTYPE .................................... STRAIN GAGE
VENDOR ..................................... 014, EATON CONSOLIDATED CONTROLS
VENDOR PART NUMBER ......................... 41SGI97-2000AI MODIFIED
MARTIN .MARIETTA PART NL_BER ................ -0-
QUALIFICATION STATUS ....................... COMPLETE
PAST APPLICATIONS .......................... PEACEILEEPER/_X MISSILE SYS
PRINCIPAL MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION .......... STAINLESS STEEL
SEAL MATERIAL ............................... -0-
OPERATING PRESSURE (.PSIG) ..........
PROOF PRESSURE (PSIG) ..............
BURST PRESSURE (PSIG) ..............
MAXIMUM AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (F) ....
MINIMUM AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (F) ....
H_XIMUM MEDIA TEMPERATURE (F) ......
MINIMUM MEDIA TEMPERATURE (F) ......
THERMAL CYCLES (CYCLES) .................... -0-
CYCLE TEMPERATURES (RANGE,F) ............... -65,
........ 2000.00 MOD TO &000
....... 3000.00 HOD TO 6000





VIBRATION LIMITS (GRMS) ....................
VIBRATION DURATION (MIN/AXIS) ..............
SHOCK LIMITS (G's) .........................
EXTERNAL LEAKAGE ...........................
UNITS FOR SENSING RANGE ....................
UPPER LIMIT OF SENSING RANGE ...............
LOWER LIMIT OF SENSING RANGE ...............
ACCURACY (_ FULL SCALE) ....................
INLET PORT SIZE (IN) .......................





CYCLE LIFE (CYCLES) .........................
MTBF (HOURS) ................................
LEAD TIME (WEEKS) ..........................
COMPATIBLE FLUIDS .......................... 08,
EN%_LOPE ..... 4.73 IN X 1.28 IN DIA (APPROX)





















PRODUCTION COST ............................ -0-
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT COST ................ -0-
STATE OF ART ............................... -0-
COMPLEXITY FACTOR .......................... -0-
-A25-
COMPONENTDATA SKEET 133
VALVE DATA REPORT / DATA ENTRY DATE: 05/14/87
TYPE ....................................... CHECK
SUBTYPE .................................... SERIES REDUNDANT
VENDOR ..................................... 072, VACCO INDUSTRIES
VENDOR PART NUMBER ......................... VIDI0746-01
MA/_TIN MARIETTA PART NUMBER ................ -0-
QUALIFICATION STATUS ....................... -O-
PAST APPLICATIONS .......................... 4 SAT. (HUGHES)
PRINCIPAL .MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION ......... 304L
SEAL MATERIAL .............................. -0-
SEAT .MATERIAL ............................... TEFLON
OPERATING PRESSURE (PSIG) .................. 250.000
PROOF PRESSURE {PSIG) ...................... 375.000
BURST PRESSL_E {PSIG) ...................... I000.00
CRACKING PRESSURE {PSID) ................... -0-
RESEAT PRESSURE (PSID) ..................... -0-
CHECK PRESSURE (PSID) ...................... -0-
MAXIMUM OPERATING TEMPERATL_E (F) .......... 170.000
MINIML_ OPERATING TEMPERATURE IF) .......... I0.0000
THERMAL CYCLES (CYCLES) .................... -0-
CYCLE TEMPERATL_ES {RANGE,F) ............... -0-
INLET PORT SIZE (IN) ....................... 0.25000
OUTLET PORT SIZE (IN) ...................... 0.25000
PRESSL_E DROP (PSID) ....................... -0-
FLOW RATE .................................. 1.87 SCFM
PRESSURE DROP TEST FLUID ................... -0-
Cv (FLOW FACTOR) ........................... -0-
INTERNAL LEAKAGE ............................ -0-
EXTERNAL LEAKAGE ........................... -0-
MAXIMUM CONTAMINATE ALLOWED [MICRONS) ...... -0-
VIBRATION LIMITS {GRMS) .................... -0-
VIBRATION DURATION (MIN/AXIS) .............. -0-
SHOCK LIMITS (G's) ......................... -0-
METHOD OF ACTUATION ........................ -0-
POWER REQUIREMENT .......................... -0-
LATCHING MECHANISM ......................... -0-
NORMAL STATUS (OPEN OR CLOSED) ............. -0-
OPEN RESPONSE TIME (MSEC) .................. -0-
CLOSE RESPONSE TIME (MSEC) ................. -0-
WEIGHT [LBF) ................................ 0.50000
LIFETIME (TEARS) ............................ -0-
CYCLE LIFE (CYCLES) ........................ -0-
MTBF (HOURS1 .............................. -0-
LEAD TIME (WEEKS) .......................... -0-
COMPATIBLE FLUIDS .......................... 04, 13, 16
ENVELOPE ..... L = 6.82 IN.; DIA. = l._ IN.
COMMENTS ..... TUBES IN & OUT; W/FILmiER
PRODUCTION COST ............................ -0-
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT COST ................. -O-
STATE OF ART ............................... -0-
COMPLEXITY FACTOR ......................... -0-
-AI 6- OF POOR Q_;_L_TY"
COMPONENT DATA SHEET 134
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
3F POOR QUALITY
VALVE DATA REPORT / DATA ENTRY DATE: 05/14/87
TYPE ....................................... CHECK
SUBTYPE .................................... SERIES REDUNDANT
VENDOR ..................................... 072, VACCO INDUSTRIES
VENDOR PART NUMBER .......................... 4573779
MARTIN MARIETTA PART NUMBER ................. -0-
QUALIFICATION STATUS ........................ -0-
PAST APPLICATIONS .......................... 2 SAT. (HUGHES)
PRINCIPAL MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION ......... 304L
SEAL MATERIAL ............................... -0-
SEAT MATERIAL ............................... TEFLON
OPERATING PRESSURE (PSIG) .................. 400.000
PROOF PRESSURE (PSIG) ....................... 600.000
BURST PRESSURE (PSIG) ...................... 1200.00
CRACKING PRESSURE (PSID) .................... -0-
RESEAT PRESSURE (PSID) .................... -0-
CHECK PRESSURE (PSID) ..................... -0-
MAXIMUM OPERATING TEMPERATURE (F) ......... 150.000
MINIMUM OPERATING TEMPERATURE (F) ......... 30.0000
THERMAL CYCLES (CYCLES) ................... -0-
CYCLE TEMPERATURES (RANGE,F) .............. -0-
INLET PORT SIZE (IN) ....................... 0.25000
OUTLET PORT SIZE (IN) ...................... 0.25000
PRESSURE DROP (PSID) ....................... -0-
FLOW RATE .................................. 8.5 SCFM
PRESSURE DROP TEST FLUID ................... GHE
Cv (FLOW FACTOR) ........................... -0-
INTERNAL LEAKAGE ........................... -0-
EXTERNAL LEAKAGE .......................... -O-
MAXIMUM CONTAMINATE ALLOWED (MICRONS) ..... -0-
VIBRATION LIMITS (GRMS) ................... -0-
VIBRATION DURATION (MIN/AXIS) ............. -0-
SHOCK LIMITS (G's) ........................ -0-
METHOD OF ACTUATION ....................... -0-
POWER REQUIREMENT ......................... -0-
LATCHING MECHANISM ........................ -0-
NORMAL STATUS (OPEN OR CLOSED) ............ -0-
OPEN RESPONSE TIME (MSEC) .................. -O-
CLOSE RESPONSE TIME (MSEC) ................. -0-
WEIGHT (LBF) ............................... 0.50000
LIFETIME (YEARS) ........................... -0-
CYCLE LIFE (CYCLES) ........................ -O-
MTBF (HOL_S) ............................... -0-
LEAD TIME (WEEKS) .......................... -0-
COMPATIBLE FLUIDS .......................... 04
ENVELOPE ..... L = 6.32 IN.; DIA. = 1.3 IX.
COMMENTS ..... TUBES IN & OUT
PRODUCTION COST ............................. -0-
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT COST ................ -0-
STATE OF ART ............................... -0-
COMPLEXITY FACTOR .......................... -0-
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
COMPONENT DATA SHEET 135
VALVE DATA REPORT / DATA ENTRY DATE: 06/02/87
TYPE ....................................... CHECK
SUBTYPE .................................... -O-
VENDOR ..................................... 012, CIRCLE SEAL CONTRCLS
VENDOR PART NL_BER ......................... C277A-4Q
MARTIN .MARIETTA PART NL_BER ................. -O-
QUALIFICATION STATUS ....................... -0-
PAST APPLICATIONS .......................... MISSILE PROGRAM
PRINCIPAL ,MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION ......... 2024-T4
SEAL MATERIAL ......................
SEAT .MATERIAL .....................
OPERATING PRESSURE (PSIG) .........
PROOF PRESSURE (PSI_) .............
BURST PRESSL_E (PSIG} .............







RESEAT PRESSURE (PSID) .................... -0-
CHECK PRESSURE (PSID) ...................... -O-
MAXIML_ OPERATING TEMPERATURE {F) .......... 275.000
MINIMUM OPERATING TEMPERATURE (F) ........... -65.0000
THERMAL CYCLES {CYCLES) ..................... -0-
CYCLE TEMPERATURES {RANGE,F}
INLET PORT SIZE (IN) ........
OUTLET PORT SIZE (IN) .......
PRESSL_E DROP (PSID) ........
FLOW RATE ...................
PRESSURE DROP TEST FLUID ..................
Cv IFLOW FACTOR) ...........................
INTERNAL LEAKAGE ..................... ......
EXTERNAL LEAKAGE ...........................
MAXIMUM CONTAMINATE ALLOWED (MICRONS) ......
VIBRATION LIMITS (GRMS) ....................
VIBRATION DURATION [MIN/AXIS) ...............
SHOCK LIMITS {G's) ..........................
METHOD OF ACTUATION .......................
POWER REQUIREMENT .........................
LATCHING MECHJuNISM ........................






















OPEN RESPONSE TIME (MSEC) ................. -0-
CLOSE RESPONSE TIME (MSEC) ................ -O-
WEIGHT {LBF} .............................. -0-
LIFETIME (YEARS} .......................... -O-
CYCLE LIFE (CYCLES} ........................ -O-
MTBF (HOLMS} ................................ -O-
LEAD TIME (WERRS) .......................... -O-
COMPATIBLE FLUIDS .......................... -0-
ENVELOPE ..... -O-
COMMENTS ..... USED WITH HOT GAS, SPRING .MAT: 302SS
PRODUCTION COST ............................ -0-
DESIGN AND DE_FELOP._FENT COST ................ -O-
STATE OF ART ............................... -O-
COMPLEXITY FACTOR .......................... -0-
-AI8-
COMPONENT DATA SHEET 139
ORIG!I-IAL PAGE fS
OF P()OR QUALITY
VALVE DATA REPORT / DATA ENTRY DATE: 07/01/87
TYPE ........................................ CHECK
SUBTYPE ...................................... 0-
VENDOR ..................................... 032, MAROTTA SCIENTIFIC CONTROLS
VENDOR PART NUMBER ......................... 806232
MARTIN MARIETTA PART NUMBER .................. 0-
QUALIFICATION STATUS ....................... COMPLETE
PAST APPLICATIONS .......................... DELTA PROPULSION SYS
PRINCIPAL MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION ......... 316 _ 302 SST
SEAL MATERIAL ..............................
SEAT MATERIAL ..............................
OPERATING PRESSURE (PSIG) ..................
PROOF PRESSL_E (PSIG-) ..................... •
BURST PRESSURE (PSIG) .....................
ICRACKING PRESSURE (PSID) ..................
RESEAT PRESSURE (PSID) ....................
CHECK PRESSURE (PSID) .....................
,MAXIMUM OPERATING TEMPERATL_E (F) .........
MINIM5_ OPERATING TEMPERATURE (F) .........












CYCLE TEMPERATURES (RANGE,F) ............... -0-
INLET PORT SIZE (IN) ....................... 0.50000
OUTLET PORT SIZE (IN) ...................... 0.50000
PRESSL_E DROP (PSID) ....................... -O-
FLOW RATE .................................. 400 SCFM
PRESSL_E DROP TEST FLUID ................... N2 @ 400 PSI INLET, 60 F
Cv (FLOW FACTOR) ........................... -0-
INTERNAL LEAKAGE ........................... 3.0 SCC/HR FROM 0-450 PSIG
EXTERNAL LEAKAGE ........................... ZERO FROM 0-910 PSIG
,MAXIMUM CONTAMINATE ALLOWED (MICRONS). ..... I0.0000
VIBRATION LIMITS (GRMS) ..................... -0-
VIBRATION DURATION (MIN/AXIS) ............... -0-
SHOCK LIMITS (G'$) .......................... -0-
METHOD OF ACTUATION ......................... -0-
POWER REQUIREMENT ............................ 0-
LATCHING MECH;_NISM .......................... -0-
NORmaL STATUS (OPEN OR CLOSED) .............. -O-
OPEN RESPONSE TIME (MSEC) ................... O-
CLOSE RESPONSE TIME (MSEC) ................. -O-
WEIGHT (LBF) ............................... 0.20000
LIFETIME (YEARS1 ........................... -0-
CYCLE LIFE (CYCLES) ........................ -0-
MTBF (HOURS) ............................... -O-
LEAD TIME (WEEKS) ..........................
COMPATIBLE FLUIDS .......................... 03, 06
ENVELOPE ..... 2.314 IN X 1.00 IN DIA (APPROX)
COMMENTS ..... FITTINGS-MS33656E8, MODEL CVM508E-IA,
14
EQ DIA=0.316 IN, CD=0.6
PRODUCTION COST ............................ -0-
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT COST ................ -0-
STATE OF ART ............................... -0-





VALVE DATA REPORT / DATA ENTRY DATE: 04/14/87
TYPE ....................................... SOLENOID
St_TYPE .................................... DOUBLE ACTING,LATCH
VENDOR ..................................... 075, WRIGHT COMPONENTS,
VENDOR PART NL_BER ......................... 15983-1
MARTIN .MARIETTA PART NUMBER ................ N/A
QUALIFICATION STATL'S ....................... -0-
PAST APPLICATIONS ........................... GRO
PRINCIPAL MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION .........
SEAL .W.ATERIAL .................
SEAT MATERIAL .................
OPERATING PRESSURE (PSIG) .....
PROOF PRESSL_E (PSIG) .........
BURST PRESSL_E (PSIG) .........
CRACKING PRESSL_E (PSID) ..............
RESEAT PRESSL_E (PSID) ................
CHECK PRESSS_E (PSID) .................
.MAXIMUM OPERATING TEMPERATURE (F) ......
MINIMUM OPERATING TEMPERATURE (F) ....
THERMAL CYCLES (CYCLES) ............
CYCLE TEMPERATt_ES (RANGE,F) ........
INLET PORT SIZE (IN) ...............
OUTLET PORT SIZE (IN) ...............
PRESSURE DROP (PSID) .................
FLOW RATE ............................
PRESSURE DROP TEST FLUID ..............
Cv (FLOW FACTOR) ......................
INTERNAL LEAKAGE ........................
EXTERNAL LEAKAGE .........................
MAXIMUM CONTAMINATE ALLOWED (MICRONS) .....
VIBRATION LIMITS (GRMS) ....................
VIBRATION DURATION (MIN/AXIS) ..............
SHOCK LIMITS (G's) .........................
METHOD OF ACTUATION .........................
POWER REQUIREMENT ..........................
LATCHING MECHANISM ..........................
NORMAL STATUS (OPEN OR CLOSED) .............
OPEN RESPONSE TIME (MSEC) ..................
CLOSE RESPONSE TI.W_ (MSEC) .................
WEIGHT (LBF) ...............................
LIFETIME (YEARS) ...........................











































LEAD TIME (WEEKS) .......................... -O-
CO_PATIBL_ FLUIDS .......................... 01_ 04
ENVELOPE ..... 2.53 IN. X 1.187 IN. X 1.68 IN. (APPROX)





PRODUCTION COST ............................ -0-
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT COST ................ -0-
STATE OF ART ............................... -0-




COMPONENT DATA $EEET l&l
VALVE DATA REPORT / DATA ENTRY DATE: 04/14/87
TYPE ....................................... SOLENOID
SUBTYPE .................................... LATCHING
VENDOR ..................................... 075, WRIGHT COMPONENTS,
VENDOR PART NUMBER ......................... 15613
MARTIN MARIETTA PART NL_BER ................ N/A
QUALIFICATION STATUS ....................... N/A
PAST APPLICATIONS ........................... SPACE SHUTTLE
PRINCIPAL _TERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION .........
SEAL _ATERIAL ............................
SEAT .MATERIAL .............................
OPERATING PRESSURE IPSIG) .................
PROOF PRESSURE (PSIG) .....................
BURST PRESSL_E (PSIG) ....................
CRACKING PRESSURE (PSID) .................
RESEAT PRESSURE (PSID) .....................
CHECK PRESSURE (PSID) ......................
MAXIMUM OPERATING TEMPERATURE (F) ..........
MINIMUM OPERATING TEMPERATURE (F) ..........
THERMAL CYCLES (CYCLES) ....................
CYCLE TEMPERATURES (RANGE,F) ...............
INLET PORT SIZE (IN1 .......................
OUTLET PORT SIZE (IN) ......................
PRESSL_E DROP (PSID) .......................
FLOW RATE ..................................
PRESSURE DROP TEST FLUID ...................
Cv {FLOW FACTOR) ...........................
INTERNAL LEAKAGE ............................
EXTERNAL LEAKAGE ...........................
MAXIMUM CONTAMINATE ALLOWED {MICRONS) ......
VIBRATION LIMITS (GRMS) .....................
VIBRATION DURATION (MIN/AXIS) ..............
SHOCK LIMITS (G's) ........................
METHOD OF ACTUATION .......................
POWER RE@UIREMENT .........................
LATCHING MECHANISM ........................
NORMAL STATUS (OPEN OR CLOSED) ............
OPEN RESPONSE TIME (MSEC) .................
CLOSE RESPONSE TIME (MSEC) ................
WEIGHT (LBF) ...............................
LIFETIME (I_ARS) ...........................
CYCLE LIFE (CYCLES) ........................
MTBF {HOURS) ...............................
LEAD TIME (WEEKS) ..........................
COMPATIBLE FLUIDS ..........................
EN%_LOPE ..... 4.54 IN. X 2.95 IN. _ii1.80 IN.


















WATER @ 20 PSIA
--0--





















PRODUCTION COST ............. ............... -0-
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT COST ................ -O-
STATE OF ART ............................... -0-
COMPLEXITY FACTOR .......................... -0-
-A/l-
COMI_0NENTDATA SKEET 142
VALVE DATA REPORT / DATA ENTRY DATE: 04/14/87
TYPE ....................................... SOLENOID
SUBTYPE .................................... -0-
VENDOR ..................................... 075, WRIGHT COMPONENTS,
VENDOR PART NUMBER ......................... 15611-2
.MARTIN MARIETTA PART NUMBER ................ _/A
QUALIFICATION STATUS ........................
PAST APPLICATIONS ...........................
PRINCIPAL .MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION .........
SEAL MATERIAL ..............................
SEAT MATERIAL ...............................
OPERATING PRESSURE (PSIG) ...................
PROOF PRESSURE (PSIG) ......................
BURST PRESSL_E (PSIG) ......................
CRACKING PRESSURE (PSID} ...................
RESEAT PRESSURE (PSID) ....................
CHECK PRESSURE (PSID) .....................
MAXIML_ OPERATING TEMPERATURE (F) .........
MINIMUM OPERATING TEMPERATURE (F) .........
THERMAL CYCLES (CYCLES) ...................
CYCLE TEMPERATL_ES (RANGE,F) ..............
INLET PORT SIZE (IN) .......................
OUTLET PORT SIZE tiN) ......................
PRESSL_E DROP (PSID) .......................
FLOW RATE ..................................
PRESSURE DROP TEST FLUID ...................
Cv (FLOW FACTOR) ...........................
INTERNAL LEAKAGE ...........................
EXTERNAL LEAKAGE ...........................
MAXIMUM CONTAMINATE ALLOWED (MICRONS) ......
VIBRATION LIMITS (GR/_S) ...................
VIBRATION DURATION (MIN/AXIS) .............
SHOCK LIMITS (G'$) ........................
METHOD OF ACTUATION .......................
POWER REQUIREMENT .........................
LATCHING MECHANISM ........................
NORMAL STATUS (OPEN OR CLOSED) ..............
OPEN RESPONSE TIME (MSEC) ...................
CLOSE RESPONSE TIME (MSEC) ..................
WEIGHT (LBF) ................................
LIFETIME (%rEARS) ...........................
CYCLE LIFE (CYCLES) ........................
MTBF (HOURS) ...............................



















EQ. DIA. = 0.125
DISCHARGE COEFF.
--0--

















COMPATIBLE FLUIDS .......................... 07
ENVELOPE ..... 3.10 IN. X 2.125 IN. X 1.25 IN.




PRODUCTION COST ............................ -0-
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT COST ................ -0-
STATE OF ART ............................... -0-
COMPLEXITY FACTOR .......................... -0-
-A/Z-
POOR QUALITY
COMPONENT DATA SHEET 143
ORI_NAL _P_GE |S
(_ POOR QUALITY
VALVE DATA REPORT / DATA ENTRY DATE: 06/02/87
TYPE ....................................... SOLENOID
SUBT_E .................................... LATCHING
VENDOR ...................................... 035, MOOG SPACE PRODUCTS DIVISIC_:
VENDOR PART _UMBER ......................... 53-159
MARTIN MARIETTA PART NUMBER ................ -0-
QUALIFICATION STATUS ........................ 0-
PAST APPLICATIONS .......................... HUGHES, BAE,
PRINCIPAL .MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION ......... CRES 300
SEAL MATERIAL ............................... 0-
SEAT .MATERIAL ............................... 0-
OPERATING PRESSURE (PSIG) .................. 300.000
ERNO, @UAL. PROGRA>!S
PROOF PRESSL_E
BURST PRESSL_E (PSIGI ......................
CRACKING PRESSt_E (PSID) ...................
RESEAT PRESSURE (PSID) .....................
CHECK PRESSURE (PSID) ......................
MAXIML_ OPERATING TEMPERATt_E (F) ..........








THERMAL CYCLES (CYCLES) .................... -0-
CYCLE TEMPERATL_ES IR_NGE,F) ............... °0-
INLET PORT SIZE (IN) ........................ 0.25000
OUTLET PORT SIZE (IN1 ....................... 0.25000
PRESS%_E DROP (PSID) ....................... 5.00000
FLOW RATE .................................. 0.5 LB/SEC
PRESSURE DROP TEST FLUID ................... -0-
Cv (FLOW FACTOR) ........................... -0-
INTERNAL LEAE._GE ........................... 1.8 SCC/HR H2 @ 300 PSI
EXTERNAL LEA_GE ............................ 018 SCC/HR N2 Q 300 PSI
MAXIML_ CONTAMINATE ALLOWED (MICRONS) ...... -0-
VIBRATION LIMITS (GRMS) ................... -O-
VIBRATION DURATION (MIN/AXIS) ............ -O-
SHOCK LIMITS (G's) ....................... 20.0000
METHOD OF ACTUATION ...................... -O-
POWER REQUIREMENT ........................ 13 WATTS 15.3 VDC
LATCHING MECHANISM ....................... -0-
NORMAL STATUS (OPEN OR CLOSED) ........... -0-
OPEN RESPONSE TIME (MSEC) .................. 0-
CLOSE RESPONSE TIME (MSEC) ................. -0-
WEIGHT (LBF) ............................... 0.50000
LIFETIME (YEARS) ........................... I0.0000
CYCLE LIFE (CYCLES) ........................ 30000.0
MTBF (HOURS) ................................ -0-
LEAD TIME (WEEKS) ........................... -0-
COMPATIBLE FLUIDS ........................... 15, 21,01, 04, 26
ENVELOPE ..... 1.4 IN. X 4.8 IN. X 3 94 IN.
COMMENTS ..... -0-
PRODUCTION COST ............................ -0-
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT COST ................ -0-
STATE OF ART ............................... -0-





VALVE DATA REPORT / DATA ENTRY DATE: 04/28/87
TYPE ....................................... SOLENOID
SUBTYPE ..................................... NORHALLY CLOSED
VENDOR ................................... ..
VENDOR PART NL_BER ........................
MARTIN MARIETTA PART NUMBER ...............
QUALIFICATION STATUS ......................
PAST APPLICATIONS .........................
PRINCIPAL MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION ........
SEAL MATERIAL ............................
SEAT MATERIAL ............................
OPERATING PRESSURE (PSIG) .................
PROOF PRESSL_E (PSIG) .....................
BURST PRESSURE (PSIG) ......................
CRACKING PRESSURE (PSID) .................
RESEAT PRESSURE {PSID) .....................
CHECK PRESSURE (PSID) ......................
H_XIMUM OPERATING TEMPERATL_E (F) .........
MINI:HIM OPERATING TEMPERATL_E (F) .........
THERMAL CYCLES (CYCLES) ...................
CYCLE TEMPERATURES (RANGE,F) .............
INLET PORT SIZE (IN) .....................
OUTLET PORT SIZE (IN) ....................
PRESSURE DROP [PSID) ....................
FLOW RATE ...............................
PRESSURE DROP TEST FLUID ................
Cv [FLOW FACTOR) ........................
INTERNAL LEAKAGE .........................
EXTERNAL LEAKAGE ........................
M_IMUM CONTAMINATE ALLOWED (MICRONS] ....
VIBRATION LIMITS (GRMS) ..................
VIBRATION DURATION [MIN/AXIS) ..............
SHOCK LIMITS (G's) ........................
METHOD OF ACTUATION .......................
POWER REQUIREMENT ........................
LATCHING MECHANISM .......................
NORMAL STATUS [OPEN OR CLOSED) ..........
OPEN RESPONSE TIME (MSEC) ................
CLOSE RESPONSE TIME (MSEC) ................
WEIGHT (LBF) ..............................
LIFETIME [YEARS) ........... , ..............
CYCLE LIFE [CYCLES) .......................
MTBF [HOL_S) ..............................
LEAD TIME [WEEKS) .........................
COMPATIBLE FLUIDS .........................
ENVELOPE ..... 5.5 IN. X 1.906 IN. X 2.312 IN.
COMMENTS ..... -0-





















EQ. DIA. = 0.I00 IX.
--0--
--0--


















PRODUCTION COST ............................ -0-
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT COST ................ -0-
STATE OF ART ............................... -0-
COMPLEXITY FACTOR ........................... -0-
COMPONENT DATA SKEET 146
VALVE DATA REPORT / DATA ENTRY DATE: 04/14/87
TYPE ....................................... SOLENOID
SUBTYPE ...................................... -0-
VENDOR ..................................... 075, WRIGHT COMPONEXTS,
VENDOR P._RT NL_BER ......................... 15751
MARTIN MARIETTA PART NUMBER ................ _/A
QUALIFICATION STATUS ....................... QUALIFIED
PAST APPLICATIONS .......................... SATELLITE
PRINCIPAL _%TERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION ........
SEAL MATERIAL .............................
SEAT MATERIAL .............................
OPERATING PRESSURE (PSIG) .................
PROOF PRESSURE (PSIG) .....................
BL_ST PRESSURE (PSIG) .....................
CRACKING PRESSURE (PSID) ..................
RESEAT PRESSURE (PSID) ......................
CHECK PRESSURE (PSID) ......................
MAXIMUM OPERATING TEMPERATURE IF) ..........
MINIMUM OPERATING TEMPERATURE (F) ..........













CYCLE TEMPERATt_ES (RANGE,F) ............... -0-
INLET PORT SIZE (IN) ....................... 0.37500
OUTLET PORT SIZE (IN) ...................... 0.37500
PRESSL_E DROP (PSID) ....................... -0-
FLOW RATE ................................... -0-
PRESS%RE DROP TEST FLUID .................... -0-
Cv (FLOW FACTOR) ........................... -0-
INTERNAL LEAKAGE ........................... 2 SCCH HE .MAX
EXTERNAL LEAKAGE ........................... 2 SCCH HE .MAX
MAXIMUM CONTAMINATE ALLOWED (MICRONS) ..... -0-
VIBRATION LIMITS (GRMS) ................... -0-
VIBRATION DL_ATION (MIN/AXIS) ............. -0-
SHOCK LIMITS (G's) ........................ -0-
METHOD OF ACTUATION ....................... SOLENOID
POWER REQUIREMENT ......................... 28 +I/-4 VDC
LATCHING MECHANISM ......................... -0-
NORMAL STATUS (OPEN OR CLOSED) ............ CLOSED
OPEN RESPONSE TIME (MSEC) ................. 20.0000
CLOSE RESPONSE TIME (MSEC) ................ 20.0000
WEIGHT (LBF) .............................. 0.60000
LI_'ETIME (YEARS) .......................... -O-
CYCLE LIFE (CYCLES) ........................ 500000.
MTBF (HOBOS) ............................... -0-
LEAD TIME (WEEKS) .......................... -0-
COMPATIBLE FLUIDS .......................... 01, 04
ENVELOPE..._. 2.8 IN. X 2.0 IN. X 1.8 IN. (APPROX.)
COMMENTS ..... LOW LEVEL THRUST VALVE - 0.05 LBF
INC.
PRODUCTION COST ............................. -O-
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT COST ................ -0-
STATE OF ART ............................... -0-
COMPLEXITY FACTOR .......................... -0-
-AZ5-
Of"! POOR '..........
COMPONENT DATA SKEET 147
ORIGItJ.AL FAGE iS
OF PO06: QUALITY
VALVE DATA REPORT / DATA ENTRY DATE: 06/03/87
TYPE ....................................... TORQUE MOTOR
SUBTYPE .................................... LATCHING
VENDOR ..................................... 035, MOOG
VENDOR PART NL_BER ......................... 52-178
MARTIN MARIETTA PART NUMBER ................ -0-
QUALIFICATION STATUS ....................... YES
PAST APPLICATIONS .......................... LEASAT
PRINCIPAL MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION ......... -0-
SEAL MATERIAL ............................... -0-
SEAT MATERIAL ............................... -0-
OPERATING PRESSURE (PSIG) .................. 400.000
PROOF PRESSURE (PSIG) ....................... 600.000
BURST PRESSURE (PSIG) ...................... 1600.00
CRACKING PRESSURE (PSID) ................... 200.000
RESEAT PRESSURE (PSID) ..................... -0-
CHECK PRESSURE (PSID) ...................... -0-
MAXIMUM OPERATING TEMPERATURE IF) .......... 170.000
MINIMUM OPERATING TEMPERATURE (F} .......... I0.0000
TH_R_%L CYCLES (CYCLES) .................... -0-
CYCLE TEMPERATURES (RANGE,F) ............... -0-
INLET PORT SIZE (IN) ....................... 0.37500
OUTLET PORT SIZE (IN) ...................... 0.37500
PRESSb_E DROP (PSID} ....................... 1.00000
FLOW RATE .................................. 0.04 LB/SEC
PRESSL_E DROP TEST FLUID ................... WATER
Cv (FLOW FACTOR) ........................... -0-
INTERNAL LEAKAGE ........................... 50/5 SCC/HR GN2
EXTERNAL LEAKAGE ............................ 1.0E-6 SCC/SEC
._IML_ CONTAMINATE ALLOWED (MICRONS) ...... -O-
VIBRATION LIMITS (GRMS) ..................... 17.6000
VIBRATION DURATION (MIN/AXIS) .............. -0-
SHOCK LIMITS (G's) ......................... -0-
METHOD OF ACTUATION ........................ -0-
POWER REQUIREMENT .......................... 27 WATTS 2T VDC
LATCHING MECHANISM ......................... -0-
NORMAL STATUS (OPEN OR CLOSED) ............. -0-
OPEN RESPONSE TIME (MSEC) .................. 50.0000
CLOSE RESPONSE TIM (MSEC) ................. 50.0000
WEIGHT (LBF) ............................... 1.70000
LIFETIME (YEARS) ........................... -0-
CYCLE LIFE (CYCLES) ........................ I000.00
MTBF (HOURS) ............................... -0-
LEAD TIME (WEEKS) .......................... -0-
COMPATIBLE FLUIDS ........................... 15




GHE @ 400 PSIG
PRODUCTION COST ............................ -0-
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT COST ................ -0-
STATE OF ART ............................... -0-
COMPLEXITY FACTOR ........................... -0-
-A26-
0_ P( OR QUALW_
C0MIq)NENT DATA SHEET 148
VALVE DATA REPORT / DATA ENTRY DATE: 04114/87
TYPE ....................................... SOLENOID
SUBTYPE .................................... -0-
VENDOR ..................................... 075, WRIGHT COMPONENTS,
VENDOR PART NUMBER ......................... 15975
MARTIN MARIETTA PART NUMBER ................ N/A
QUALIFICATION STATUS ....................... -0-
PAST APPLICATIONS .......................... -0-
PRINCIPAL _TERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION .......... 0-
SEAL .MATERIAL .............................. -0-
SEAT MATERIAL .............................. AF-E-411
OPERATING PRESSURE (PSIG) .................. 450.000
PROOF PRESSURE (PSIG) ...................... 920.000
BURST PRESSURE (PSI0) ...................... 1820.00
CRACKING PRESSURE (PSID) ................... -0-
RESEAT PRESSURE (PSIDI ..................... -0-
CHECK PRESSURE (PSID) ...................... -0-
MAXIMUM OPERATING T_MPERATURE (F) ........... 170.000
MINIMUM OPERATING TEMPERATURE (F) ........... 40.0000
THERMAL CYCLES (CYCLES) ..................... -0-
CYCLE TEMPERATL_ES (RANGE,F) ............... -0-
INLET PORT SIZE (IN) ....................... 0.50000
OUTLET PORT SIZE (IN) ....................... -0-
PRESSURE DROP (PSID) ........................ 60.0000
FLOW RATE .................................. 0.80 LBM/SEC
PRESSURE DROP TEST FLUID ...................
Cv (FLOW FACTOR) ...........................
INTERNAL LEAKAGE ...........................
EXTERNAL LEAKAGE ...........................
MAXIM_ CONTAMINATE ALLOWED (MICRONS) ......
VIBRATION LIMITS (GRMS) ....................
VIBRATION DURATION (MIN/AXIS) ..............
SHOCK LIMITS (G's) ..........................




3 SCCH GN2 Q 70 - 450 PSIA






POWER REQUIREMENT .......................... 21-35 VDC







01, 04, 26, 21
NORMAL STATUS (OPEN OR CLOSED) .............
OPEN RESPONSE TIME (HSEC) ..................
CLOSE RESPONSE TIME (MSEC) .................
WEIGHT (LBF) ...............................
LIFETIME IYEARS) ...........................
CYCLE LIFE (CYCLES) ........................
MTBF (HOURS1 ............................... -0-
LEAD TIME (WEEKS) ........................... -0-
COMPATIBLE FLUIDS ........................... 15,
ENVELOPE ..... -0-
COMMENTS ..... -0-
PRODUCTION COST ............................ -0-
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT COST ................ -0-
STATE OF ART ............................... -0-
COMPLEXITY FACTOR .......................... -0-
-AFT-
COMPONENT DATA SHEET 149 OF POOi_: QUALITY




VENDOR PART NL_IBER ........................
MARTIN MARIETTA PART NUMBER ...............
QUALIFICATION STATUS ......................
PAST APPLICATIONS ..................
PRINCIPAL MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION.
SEAL MATERIAL ...........................
SEAT MATERIAL ...........................
OPERATING PRESSURE (PSIG) ...............
PROOF PRESSURE (PSIG) ...................
BURST PRESSURE (PSIG) ...................
CRACKING PRESSURE (PSID) ..............
RESEAT PRESSURE (PSID) ..................
CHECK PRESSURE (PSID) .................
MAXIMUM OPERATING TEMPERATURE (F) .....
MINIMUM OPERATING TEMPERATt_E iF) .....
THERMAL CYCLES (CYCLES) ..............
CYCLE TEMPERATURES (RANGE,F) ..........
INLET PORT SIZE (IN) ..................
OUTLET PORT SIZE (IN) ...................
PRESSURE DROP (PSID) .....................
FLOW RATE .................................
PRESSURE DROP TEST FLUID ........ ..........
Cv (FLOW FACTOR) ...........................
INTERNAL LEAKAGE ............................
EXTERNAL LEAKAGE ............................
MAXIMUM CONTAMINATE ALLOWED (MICRONS) ......
VIBRATION LIMITS (GRMS) ...................
VIBRATION DURATION (MIN/_YIS) ............
SHOCK LIMITS (G's) .......................
METHOD OF ACTUATION ......................
POWER REQUIREMENT ........................
LATCHING MECHANISM .......................
NORMAL STATUS (OPEN OR CLOSED) ...........
OPEN RESPONSE TIME (MSEC) ..................
CLOSE RESPONSE TIME (MSEC) .................
WEIGHT (LBF) ................................
LIFETIME (YEARS) ...........................
CYCLE LIFE fCYCLES) .......................
MTBF (HOURS) ...............................
















































4.00 IN. X 4.00 IN. X 2.687 IN. (APPROX)
--0--
PRODUCTION COST ............................ -O-
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT COST ................ -0-
STATE OF ART ............................... -0-
COMPLEXITY FACTOR... ....................... -O-
-A/8-
COHI_O_ DATA SHEET '156
VALVE DATA REPORT / DATA ENTRY DATE: 05/12,/87
TYPE ....................................... MANUAL
SUBTYPE .................................... SERVICE
V_NDOR ..................................... 072, VACCO INDUSTRIZS
VENDOR PART NL_BER ......................... VIE10330-01
HARTIN MARIETTA PART NUMBER ................ -0-
QUALIFICATION STATUS ....................... -0-
PAST APPLICATIONS .......................... G.E.
PRINCIPAL .MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION ......... TITANIL_
SEAL .MATERIAL .............................. ETHYLENE PROPYLENE
SEAT MATERIAL .............................. TUNGSTEN & 17-4 PH
OPERATING PRESSURE {PSIG) .................. 4500.00
PROOF PRESSURE (PSIG) ...................... 6750.00
BURST PRESSURE (PSIG) ...................... 18000.0
CRACKING PRESSURE (PSID) ........... , ........ -0-
RESEAT PRESSURE (PSID) ...................... -0-
CHECK PRESSURE (PSID) ...................... -0-
MA._IMUM OPERATING TEMPERATURE (F) .......... 140.000
MINIMUM OPERATING TEMPERATL_E (F} ........... -40.0000
THERMAL CYCLES (CYCLES) ..................... -0-
CYCLE TEMPERATURES (RANGE,F) ............... -0-
INLET PORT SIZE
OUTLET PORT SIZE
PRESSURE DROP (PSID} ................
FLOW RATE ...........................
PRESSURE DROP TEST FLUID ............
Cv (FLOW FACTOR) ....................
INTERNAL LEAKAGE ....................
EXTERNAL LEAKAGE ....................
MAXIFKIM CONTAMINATE ALLOWED (MICRONS ......
VIBRATION LIMITS {GRMS) ....................
VIBRATION DURATION (MIN/AXIS) ..............
SHOCK LIMITS (G's} .........................
METHOD OF ACTUATION ........................
POWER REQUIREMENT ................... .......
LATCHING M_CHANISM .........................






















OPEN RESPONSE TIME (MSEC) .................. -0-
CLOSE RESPONSE TIME (MSEC) ................. -0-
WEIGHT (LBF) ............................... 2.00000
LIFETIME (YEARS) ........................... -0-
CYCLE LIFE (CYCLES) ........................ -0-
MTBF {HOURS) ................................ -0-
LEAD TIME (WEEKS) .......................... -0-
COMPATIBLE FLUIDS .......................... 01,04,21,26,35
ENVELOPE ..... L = 5.65 IN.; DIA. = 2.0 IN.
COMMENTS ..... TIIBE OUT; MS33656-8 IN.
OF.. POOR QU/_L[T_'
PRODUCTION COST ............................ -0-
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT COST ................ -0-
STATE OF ART ............................... -0-
COMPLEXITY FACTOR .......................... -0-
- -&29-
